ABSTRACT This paper focuses on detecting inconsistencies within text corpora. It is a very interesting area with many applications. Most existing methods deal with this problem using complicated textual analysis, which is known for not being accurate enough. We propose a new methodology that consists of two steps, the first one being a machine learning step that performs multilevel text categorization. The second one applies conceptual reasoning on the predicted categories in order to detect inconsistencies. This paper has been validated on a set of Islamic advisory opinions (also known as fatwas). This domain is gaining a large interest with users continuously checking the authenticity and relevance of such content. The results show that our method is very accurate and can complement existing methods using the linguistic analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Detecting inconsistencies is widely used to ensure that data are accurate and appropriately integrated within large textual corpora. It is indeed important nowadays to have reliable methods in order to check the integrity of continuously increasing text-based content. In order to be accurate, those methods need to be fine-tuned for each domain, as a more general method is likely to be less efficient. Unfortunately, existing methods for inconsistency detection use generally complicated linguistic analysis of text that does not yield efficient results. The main reason is that linguistic analysis needs more research investigation, but also because existing methods tend to work on a large domain and are therefore less accurate. On the other side, trying to detect inconsistency in a text without defined targeted potential inconsistencies should not give accurate results. In order to tackle this problem, we propose a new method based on multilevel classification and conceptual reasoning with expected targets. The proposed approach detects the domain and all sub-domains of any content before performing the inconsistency detection using conceptual reasoning. We validated the method on the trending topic of Islamic advisory opinions called Fatwas. Detecting inconsistencies in this domain is important, as it will allow users to detect unreliable content. Entities using such kind of opinion can use it to check textual data integrity and avoid some omissions or ambiguities. If two seemingly identical user inquiries are given conflicting judgments by scholars, this should be detected as inconsistency. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II illustrates the work found in the literature related to inconsistencies detection. Section III describes the basic definitions for multilevel classification and ConProve tool as defined in [1] . Section IV describes the database used in this study. Section V presents a description of our approach, Section VI demonstrates and discusses the results and Section VII concludes this work and gives insights for future research.
II. RELATED WORK
Inconsistency detection is an active research field with many applications. In this section, we review some of the recent published methods in this field. Tpper et al. [2] proposed a new method for DBpedia ontology enrichment for inconsistency detection based on the enrichment of the ontology using statistical methods. Hollenstein proposed a method for inconsistency detection within completed annotations. Hollenstein et al. [3] proposed a discrepancy ranking and an entropy ranking and show that the method can be applied efficiently for inconsistency detection. Gutierrez proposed an Ontology-based Error Detection in Text. Gutierrez [4] argues that such a method can provide useful insight that aims at determining incorrect text and specific axioms that cause the contradiction. Bannay et al. proposed an innovative method based on both natural language processing and logical satisfiability checking in order to detect inconsistencies in text. The authors claim that the method can also check for redundancy and incompleteness in procedural texts. We can also use it for logically translating technical texts [5] . Tan et al. proposed a method for detecting inconsistencies within comments associated to Javadoc. The authors infer a set of likely properties by analyzing the comments associated to Java methods. In a second step, they generate random tests for these methods in order to compare them against the inferred properties and thus checking inconsistencies [6] . Motte et al. [7] proposed an invention that uses named entity extraction and comparison in order to detect inconsistency between News documents. Van der Aa et al. proposed a method for inconsistency detection between textual and model-based process descriptions. The approach is based on natural language processing followed by similarity computation and alignment steps [8] . Carmeli et al. proposed a method for detecting inconsistencies between structured and unstructured contents. The method has mainly been developed for electronic health records and applies both natural language processing and machine learning to detect inconsistencies [9] . Pariyar et al. proposed a rule based method for detecting inconsistencies in Multilanguage knowledge sharing platforms. The method has been validated on data from Wikipedia and the author claims it can help natural language processing based systems in detecting inconsistencies at early stages [10] . Xiao et al. proposed a method called text2policy for extracting access control policies (ACP) from requirement documents as well as action steps from use cases. Once extracted, those ACPs are easily checkable for inconsistencies [11] . We presented a method based on named entity extraction and conceptual reasoning for detecting inconsistencies between fatwas. The method was mainly based on natural language processing techniques and did not achieve accurate results [12] . By an analysis of the state of art for inconsistency detection, we can see that most existing methods deal with the problem of inconsistency detection by using deep linguistic text analysis, which happens to not be very accurate. Ontology based inconsistency detection has the advantage to prepare for consecutive text classification through the most relevant path in the tree. Added to this, by splitting the set of labels to two subsets: premises and consequences, we have been able to simplify the problem and obtain general good results in the domain of Fatwas. The method is applicable for any organized domain of texts where we may classify labels (i.e. category of the label of the method) to be either premises or consequences. In our case, all labels of the domain structure represent potential premises of some rule, except labels associated to the leaves of the tree which correspond to judgments representing potential consequences. By using a machine learning approach, we discover a path of labels associated to any text. By this way, we derive a logical rule for each text induced by the associate path. By comparing different generated rules associated to different texts, a logical prover may discover potential inconsistencies. In this study, we propose a new approach that tackles this problem by introducing a multilevel classification tree approach for rules generation (i.e. path of labels associated to a text) followed by a conceptual reasoning approach to discover inconsistencies.
III. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
In section III-A, we present a set of basic definitions related to the field of Formal Concept Analysis [13] . These definitions constitute the foundation for our hyper conceptual keyword extraction method presented in section III-B and the conceptual reasoning tool called ConProve presented in section III-C.
A. BASIC DEFINITIONS

Definition 1: A relation from a set O to a set P is a subset of the Cartesian product O × P. Definition 2: Given O as our set of objects and P as our set of attributes, R is a relation on O
In our context, the set of objects O consists of documents, the set of attributes P consists of a set of keywords and the relation R represents whether a given document o contains a certain keyword p or a representative stem of p.
Definition 3: The image of an object o given by the relation R is defined as o.R = {p ∈ P|(o, p) ∈ R}. The image of a set O given by the relation R is defined as
Definition 4: The composition (relative product) of two relations R and R is given by:
Definition 5: The converse of the relation R is [16] .
The binary relation I(A) on a set A (i.e., a subset of A × A) is called the identity relation. It is defined as: ∀p ∈ A, p.I(A) = {p}. Definition 7: The number of pairs in R is called cardinality of R: Card(R) = number of pairs (o, p) ∈ R. Definition 8: '' Assume two partially ordered sets, (A, ≤ A ) and (B, ≤ B ). Let f : A → B and g
: B → A such that ∀a ∈ A, b ∈ B, f (a) ≤ B b ⇔ g(b) ≤ A a. Therefore, (f , g)• f (A) = {p ∈ P|∀o ∈ A, (o, p) ∈ R} • g(B) = {o ∈ O|∀p ∈ B, (o, p) ∈ R},• f (A) = {p ∈ P|∀o ∈ A, (o, p) ∈ R} ∪ {¬p|p ∈ P|∀o ∈ A, (o, p) / ∈ R}, • g(B) = {o ∈ O|∀p ∈ (B ∩ P), (o, p) ∈ R and ∀p ∈ (B ∩ P ), (o, ¬p) / ∈ R}(R) has a weight W (H p (R)): W (H p (R)) = r d * c * (r − (d + c)),
Where r (respectively d and c) is the cardinality of H p (R) (respectively its domain and its codomain). Remark 2: The factor r d * c measures the hyper rectangle density, while (r − (d + c)) measures the space economy obtained if the hyper concept is only approximately represented by its domain and co-domain
Definition 13: The hyper rectangle that has the highest weight is called the optimal hyper rectangle maxH p (R): 
B. HYPER RECTANGULAR KEYWORD EXTRACTION
The hyper rectangular keywords extraction method [17] , [18] works as follow:
• A formal context is constructed from the document corpus where the documents form the set of objects O, the words contained in all documents form the set of attributes P and the relation R indicates whether or not a term is contained in a. Figure 1 shows the formal context that can be built from a text corpus.
• After the context is constructed, we proceed to extract the hyper concept that is associated with every attribute (keyword) which is by definition the union of all formal concepts containing the given keyword.
• The weight of each hyper concept is computed as indicated in definition 12. Figure 2 shows hyper concepts extracted from a corpus of four documents and four terms, and the corresponding weight of each hyper concept. • The optimal hyper concept (the hyper concept with the highest weight) is extracted and the remaining relation is computed by subtracting the hyper concept from the original relation as shown in Figure 3 .
• An optimal new hyper concept and an optimal remaining relation are extracted from the current remaining relation until the full relation is covered. The hyper concepts extracted so far will form the first depth of the tree.
• For each hyper concept in the first depth, the same process is repeated until a hyper concept tree is constructed. 
C. INCONSISTENCIES DETECTION USING ConProve
The second important component of our solution is the ConProve tool [1] , [14] . Consequently, it is necessary to briefly explain the theoretical background behind it. ConProve is a propositional logic prover. Given a propositional formula, ConProve decides whether or not a goal holds. Table 1 presents some propositional logic symbols and their ConProve equivalent. The implication operation does not have a ConProve equivalent. Any formula of the form a → b should be converted to !a||b. Each term in a propositional formula can have a truth value of either true or false. Based on the values given to its terms, a propositional formula can have a value of either true or false. A truth table binary representation (TTBR) can be created for each propositional formula, which enumerates all possible term assignments that will make the expression true. In ConProve, TTBR is represented as a formal context K = (S; T ; R) where the set of objects S represents the solutions, the set of attributes T represents the terms and the relation R represents the truth value given to a term by each possible solution. Table 2 shows the TTBR of the implication rule a → b which is represented in ConProve as !a||b. Figure 4 shows a diagram of the operation steps of ConProve.
• First, the negation of the goal formula is generated and added to the set of input formulas.
• The reduced truth table corresponding to each formula is constructed by considering the initial facts and applying the extended Galois connection of the intermediate TTBR. Extended Galois connection involves either positive or negative properties as shown in definition 9.
• ConProve constructs the join TTBR. Two TTBRs T 1 and T 2 are joined by checking the inconsistency between each row of T 1 with each row of T 2 . If the two rows are consistent, they are combined and appended into the resulting table, if not they are discarded [1] . This operation is similar to the equi-join operator used in relational database theory [19] .
• Once the TTBR constructed, ConProve concludes whether the goal holds or not, and displays the results to the user.
IV. DATABASE DESCRIPTION
This work has been validated on a Fatwa database crawled from Islamweb.net which is an Islamic website that has different attributes that the users can benefit from, such as voice records, prophets sayings, and fatwas, which is our main database in this paper [15] . This database contains about 150,000 '''Islamic advisory opinions''' (aka. fatwas) ranging into more than 20 categories as shown in Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows the hierarchy of categories and subcategories of fatwas, which represent the domains and subdomains for inconsistency detection in our context. A given text is categorized into either a fatwa or not fatwa. The second level of the tree (shown in blue) is the fatwa category. There are more than 20 categories of fatwas but only the most common ones are shown in the tree. Each category of fatwa has some subcategories. The third level shows the three subcategories of Etiquettes related to dealing with others and Fiqh of worship fatwas and the four subcategories of vow fatwas. In this study, we are particularly interested in fatwas related to vow. In our database, this category contains around 1000 Fatwas covering four different subcategories. The last VOLUME 5, 2017 Since the last level is the one which corresponds to judgment, we can say that the inconsistency occurs between two fatwas when theirs paths of categories and all subcategories are identical but their corresponding judgments are different. This will be our target for inconsistency detection. The following example illustrates the concept.
Assuming we have the following three fatwas: Fatwa1: ''I swore an oath when I was angry not to commit a sin, broke the oath and returned to the sin'' and the judgment is ''you need to do Atonement'' Fatwa2: ''I swore not to talk to my sister while I was angry, but after one day I forgot and talked to her'' and the judgment is ''you need to do Atonement'' Fatwa3: ''I was upset and made an oath not to go to some place, but then I went after one month'' and the judgment is ''you need to do Atonement or fulfillment''
The fatwas follow the following path in the fatwa hierarchy tree of Figure 6 , ''Fatwa'', ''Etiquette related to dealing with others'', ''Ruling Vows'', ''Anger Vow'' and their corresponding judgments. Figure 7 shows the path followed by each fatwa starting from ''Rulings Vows'' labeled A, ''Anger Vow'' labeled B, and the judgments ''atonement or fulfillment'' and ''atonement'' labeled J1 and J2 respectively. The path followed by fatwa1, shown in black (A, B → J 2) is consistent with the path followed by fatwa2 shown in blue (A, B → J 2), this is because the same premise (A, B) led to the same conclusion (J 2). The path followed by fatwa3 in red is inconsistent with both fatwa 1 and 2 (A, B → J 1), this is because the same premise, (A, B) led to a different conclusion (J 1).
Two fatwas with different premises are consistent even if they share the same conclusion. Assuming we have Fatwa4 shown in green that has a different premise that fatwa3 (A, C) but has the same conclusion (J 1) fatwa3 and fatwa4 are consistent.
V. METHOD DESCRIPTION
Our proposed method uses a multilevel classifier. It works by first classifying each fatwa to its corresponding category as shown in Figure 8 . The figure shows a formal context that is covered by the corresponding hyper concepts. The keywords at each level are extracted using the hyper concept keyword extraction method introduced in [17] and explained above. These keywords are then fed into a classifier to predict their categories. A propositional logic prover is used to detect inconsistencies. Each fatwa is represented by a propositional logic formula. If the goal is proved, the two compared fatwas are considered consistent, otherwise they are considered inconsistent. The following subsections provide a more detailed explanation of the introduced approach.
A. KEYWORD EXTRACTION AND CLASSIFICATION
Keywords are extracted from the fatwa using the hyper rectangular decomposition algorithm previously defined. The extracted keywords are organized in a tree, and keywords are extracted from each level of the hyper concept tree as shown in Figure 8 .
The extracted keywords are passed into a classifier as features to predict the correct category of each fatwa.
The classifier used for this experiment is the Random Forest classifier [20] , [21] . Our experiment was conducted on the category of Vow related fatwa. The text of the fatwa goes through different classifiers at different levels of the classification tree. The next classifier is decided based on the output label given to the text at the current level. Depending on the classification results, each fatwa is assigned a list of labels. The labels are used in the next step to construct the propositional formula. Classification is performed for the following three levels:
• In the first level, the fatwa is classified into vow-related and non-vow-related fatwas. There are 902 which are vow related and 952 which are not.
• In the second level, the vow fatwa is classified into the four vow categories: Anger related vows (58 documents), vows done for a reason (646 documents), allowed vows (53 documents), invalid vows (140 documents). VOLUME 5, 2017 • In the third level, the anger related vow fatwas are classified into those that require atonement (9 documents) and those that give the choice between atonement and fulfillment (49 documents).
B. INCONSISTENCY DETECTION USING PROVER ConProve
The labels that are given to the fatwa at each classification level are used to construct the propositional formula. For example, if the fatwa was classified as Vow related → Anger Fatwa → Fulfillment. The corresponding formula will be V &&A&&J where '''V''' is the symbol for vow related fatwa, '''A''' is the symbol for anger fatwa and '''J''' indicates the judgment of the fatwa which in this case is fulfillment. A second fatwa that is a vow related, anger vow fatwa, but has a different judgment would be represented by the formula V &&A&&!J . By placing the formula corresponding to the first fatwa in the formula section of the tool and the formula corresponding to the second fatwa in the goal section, if both fatwas have the same category and the same judgment, the goal will be proven and the two fatwas are consistent. Otherwise, if both fatwas belong to the same category but have different judgments then the goal will not be proven.
VI. RESULTS
We conducted our experiments on 1854 fatwas out of which 902 are vow related and 952 are not. In the subsequent subsections we present the classification results corresponding to each level of the multilevel classifier and the results of the inconsistency detection using ConProve.
A. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
In the first level of the classification, we classify each fatwa to either vow or non-vow related. We used 70% of the fatwas for training and the remaining 30% for testing. The keywords obtained from the hyper concept tree at depth 22 were fed to a random forests classifier and the obtained accuracy was 99%. In the second level of the multilevel classification, we classify the vow fatwa into one of the 4 previously mentioned categories. The best classification performance was achieved using keywords of depth 8 of the hyper concepts tree. We took 10 random splits of 70% of the fatwas for training and 30% for testing; the average accuracy obtained was 77.76%. In the third classification level, we are only concerned with anger related fatwas. There are two possible judgments for this type of fatwas. The judgment is either to request atonement or giving the option of atonement or fulfillment. At this level, the class of fatwas that are giving the option of both atonement and fulfillment is over represented. Consequently, we use the F1-measure instead of the accuracy to measure the classifiers performance as it is more suitable for unbalanced datasets. Figure 9 , Figure 10 , and Figure 11 show the performance of the first, second and third levels of the multilevel classification respectively versus the depth of the hyper concept tree.
The classification results are stored as strings of labels for each fatwa and are used for inconsistency detection, the results of which are reported in the next section. 
B. INCONSISTENCY DETECTION RESULTS
The strings of labels of each fatwa are fed to ConProve to detect inconsistencies between pairs of fatwas. There are four potential cases after following these steps: The two fatwas are consistent and detected as consistent (true positive). The two fatwas are inconsistent and detected as inconsistent (true negative). The two fatwas are consistent but detected as inconsistent (false negative). The two fatwas are inconsistent but detected as consistent (false positive).
By counting each of those instances, the following measures are computed:
• Precision = #true positives #true positives + #true negatives Figure 12 illustrates the inconsistency detection performance for increasing depth of the hyper rectangle tree. Results are averaged over 10 random splits of the data into 70% training and 30% testing. 
C. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
From the obtained results, we can see the following:
• The hyper conceptual feature extraction algorithm successfully extracts keywords that are discriminative as they produce accurate results when fed to the classifier.
• The performance generally increases with the first depths of the hyper concept tree and then either remains constant or slightly decreases which means that our algorithm extracts the most discriminative features in its first depths.
• The optimal inconsistency detection performance is about 85% which confirms that our machine learning method is more accurate than the one based on linguistic analysis [12] .
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study suggests that inconsistency detection can achieve high performance when done using multilevel text categorization followed by conceptual reasoning. The keyword extraction method based on hyper rectangular decomposition shows that this method successfully extracts discriminative keywords which are representative of each category or subcategory of documents. The method has been validated on a set of Islamic advisory opinions, but can be generalized to other domains. Future work includes the comparison as well as the combination of our method with other linguistic analysis based methods. Validation on larger datasets is also to be considered. Finally, the use of other classification and clustering methods is to be studied as well.
